SCRIPT IV
INT. KARMYN’S APT. – 7:29AM
The alarm clock read 7:29M, the dots blink 5 times and
the clock changes to 7:30AM. With the alarm clock
blaring, Karmyn shuts it off, and rolls out of bed.
INT. KARMYN’S APT. - CONTINUOUS
Karmyn emerges from the bathroom in a towel. She
“clothes herself” as she does her hair and applies
makeup. She watches the news on a projection screen in
the kitchen as she makes a quick breakfast and eats it.
We see a clock that reads 8:15 as she walks out of the
door.
EXT. PARKING GARAGE OUTSIDE OF ANEED’S APT. - CONTINUOUS
Karmyn goes to her car.
INT. KARMYN’S CAR – CONTINUOUS
Karmyn pulls into her parking spot a black latex coated
sign in the shape of a paddle marked Mystress Nyce ‘N
Tyght comes into focus.
INT. KARMYN’S OFFICE - CONTINUOUS
Karmyn sits in her office checks her email and makes a
few calls. She taps away on the computer, then suddenly
she looks as if she’s come up with something, she pages
her secretary.
MALE SECRETARY
Yes Mystress Karmyn, how can I
help you?
KARMYN SUTRA
Charles, can you have Mr. Ginver
come to my office ASAP?
CHARLES
Yes Mystress Karmyn, right away.
Karmyn shuffles some papers around as she waits for Mr.
Ginver. Someone knocks on her door.

KARMYN SUTRA
Enter!
A tall, lanky guy with long brown hair enters.
MR. GINVER
You asked to see me?
KARMYN SUTRA
Yes, Rob, can I call you Rob?
What were you doing at the plant
on May 18th?
Rob looks as if he’s lying.
ROB
Me, May 18th, oh no, no, nope, I
wasn’t here, I was fishing.

KARMYN SUTRA
At 2 o’clock in the morning.
Rob looks flustered.
ROB
Um, well, I…I…I…see what had
happened was, well I um…
KARMYN SUTRA
I know you were the one that
sabotaged that platform, now
tell me why you did it?
Rob bursts into tears.
regains her composure.

Karmyn looks surprised and then

KARMYN SUTRA
Save your tears, Rob, you
weren’t crying when you tried to
kill me, now tell me what you
were doing.
ROB
(weeping gently)

I was doing it for my kids. I
got this phone call one day and
the person on the other end said
that they would give me a large
sum of money if I helped them.
KARMYN SUTRA
Help them do what? Kill me?
ROB
They promised me that no one
would get hurt. All I had to do
was grease the platform. And
steal a few folders. I didn’t
think it was that big of a deal.

KARMYN SUTRA
Who is they?
ROB
I don’t know we never met, they
wired part of the money to my
account, I received a call this
morning saying that they aren’t
going to give me the rest
because they weren’t satisfied
with my work, no one’s ever
satisfied with my work it’s
always Gilligan no, Gilligan you
did this wrong, Gilligan…
KARMYN SUTRA
Gilligan?

Rob looks sheepish.
ROB
Um I mean Rob. Never mind.
KARMYN SUTRA
So you never met.
ROB
All I know is that it was a
woman.

KARMYN SUTRA
A woman? Hmmm. I’m done with
you, get out of my office Rob,
any more trouble from you and
I’ll call the police. Will you
cooperate?
ROB
I’ll cooperate, I’ll cooperate,
just don’t turn me in.
KARMYN SUTRA
Get out! Just remember I have
my E-Y-E on Y-O-U.
Rob leaves Karmyn’s office.
KARMYN SUTRA
(to herself)
A woman. I have to get to the
bottom of this?
Karmyn goes back to work.
INT. ARIA RISTORANTE – 12:15PM
WAITER
The usual miss?
KARMYN SUTRA
Yes Ferdinand.
Ferdinand sashays into the back to place her order. Damon
walks in with a tall pale waify woman. He spots Karmyn
and walks over to her table.
DAMON
Hi Karmyn, fancy seeing you
here.
KARMYN SUTRA
Hi. How’s it going?
Damon’s seems to forget the woman with him.

DAMON
I’m doing pretty well, decided
come here for lunch…
The waif clears her throat.
DAMON
Oh…sorry, Karmyn this is my
girlfriend Aneeda Dylldo, Aneeda
this is Karmyn Sutra.
KARMYN SUTRA
A pleasure to meet you, wait are
you the Aneeda Dylldo of Aneeda
Latex Labs?
ANEEDA
Why yes I am. Are you Karmyn
Sutra owner of Nyce ‘n Firm
latex?
KARMYN SUTRA
Nyce ‘N Tyght, yes I am.
Damon looks uncomfortable
DAMON
Well I guess you two are rivals
kinda, small world.
Aneeda doesn’t look happy.
ANEEDA
Yes it is. Well honey I’m
ravished let’s go eat. Nice to
meet you Nina.
As Aneeda drags Damon away, he waves goodbye to Karmyn.
Karmyn rolls her eyes dramatically and makes a annoyed
face.
The waiter brings Karmyn her food we see a full plate and
then the screen transitions to her getting up from the
table with an empty plates on it.
EXT. ARIA’S RISTORANTE - CONTINUOUS

A valet brings Karmyn her car. She gives him a generous
tip, pinches his butt, and drives back to work.

